How do I embed Poll Everywhere survey questions into Canvas pages?

Tell Me

Poll Everywhere Surveys allow you to ask your students multiple questions at once. Everyone can answer the questions privately, at their own pace. Surveys in Poll Everywhere are great for low-stake quizzes, pre- and post-course assessments, and questionnaires.

1. Create your Poll Everywhere questions within a survey

2. Configure the settings and test

3. Hover over the name of your survey and click Share
4. A shareable response link will be provided

5. In your Canvas course, copy the shareable response link into the code snippet below into your Canvas Page. The highlighted text would be the URL (Shareable response link) of your survey to be replaced. See example snippet code at the bottom of this instruction page that you can copy and paste

Copy and paste this snippet into your web page or blog

```html
<iframe src="https://PollEv.com/surveys/tYRNg4A52/web?controls=none&short_poll=true" width="100%" height="600px" frameborder="0"></iframe>
```

6. In your Canvas course, create a new Page

7. Within the rich content editor, click the link HTML Editor

8. Paste the code snippet into the text box of the HTML Editor

9. Click Save & Publish
10. The embedded Poll Everywhere survey will appear in the Canvas Page

Example Code Snippet

```
<iframe src="https://PollEv.com/surveys/tYRNg4A52/web?controls=none&short_poll=true" width="100%" height="600px" frameborder="0"></iframe>
```

Related FAQs

- How do I create polls with Poll Everywhere?
- How do I archive or reuse my Poll Everywhere questions?
- How do I move/copy Poll Everywhere questions to another faculty?
- How can I quickly share my Poll Everywhere questions with another faculty?
- How do I share my Poll Everywhere poll questions with other faculty in my user group?